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Investigatioas- of the incompressible flow 
aroUDd an oscillating ellipsoid 

W. GEISSLER and K. KIENAPPEL (GOITINGEN) 

Foa nm DETAILED investigation of the unsteady flow about oscillatina blunt bodies a aopb. 
isticated theoretical approach based on pOtential theory (panel method) as weU as experi
mCntal data obtained in a low speed wind tunnel should help to get somo insight into the com
plicated 3d-unsteady flo.w phenomena involved. A short dcsaiption of the theoretical approach 
and of the test set-up are aiven. Comparisons between calculated and measured steady and 
unsteady surface ~ distributions are discussed in detail. Conclusions can bo drawn from 
these results with respect to the dift'crent cft'ects of viscosity of the ftow about blunt bodies 
leading to dift'ercnt types of separation. · 

Dla szczeaOiowej analizy przeplyw6w nieustalonych wokOI drgaj~ch cial za~onych naloZy 
stosowae <kMC wyrafinowane podejkie teoretyczne oparte na teorii potencjalu, jak rowniei: 
wynild dolwiadczalne uzyskane w wolnoprzeplywowym tunelu aerodynamicznym.: mctody to 
pozwala_M uzyskaC pewne informacje o zloionych zjawiskach zwhlzanych z tr6jwymiarowym 
przeplywem nicustalonym. Podano w jpracy krOtki opis koncepcji teoretycznej oraz odpowied
Diej aparatury badawczej. Przedyskutowano i porownano ze so~ obliczone teoretycznie i zmic
rzonc wartoki ~taloD)'Ch i nieustalonych rozldadow ciAnien powierzchniowych. Z otrzymanych 
wynik6w wysn~ motna wnioski dotyezllce romych efcktow lcpko$ci przy oplywie cial prowa
~ do roinych typ()w oderwania . 

.l(ml ,qe'ram.HOI'O 8H8JIIl38 Re)'CTaHOBHBIIIHXCSl TC'lemdi, BOKpyr aaTyiiJieRHbiX KOne6JIIO~Cil 
Ten, CJieA)'eT upHMemrn. AQBOJIWIO TORI<Jle TCOpeTK'IecKae UO~,[tbl, OIIJlpllOumecR Ha 
-reopHIO ~~ K8K TO>l<e Ha 3KcuepHMeHTam.Bble pe3YJibTaTbl, nonyqeHHLie B 83po
.QRIIUUl"'lea<OM TyHHeJie Ma.m.DC CKOpocTdt; 3TK MeTO,[tbl U03BOJVUOT UOJI}"UlTI» HeKOTOpLie 
CBe,QeBRJI 0 cnoH<JI&IX RBJieHilRX, CBJI38RIIbiX C TPCXMCpm.IM HeyCTaHOBilBIIDtMCSl Te'leHHeM. 
B pa6oTe ,q&eTCR: KpaTKoe OIDicaHHe . TeOpeTilllCCKOI'O UOAXO,lta H COOTBeTCBYJO~eit HCCJI~O
BaTeJDoC2<01 BJIDAp&TypLI. ~eRLI H cpaBHeRLI Me>K,Zzy co6oA p~e TeOpeTH
'Iea<H H ll3MepeHBLie 3R8'1CHHJI )'CTaHOBKBIIIHXCR: H BeyCTa&OBKBIDHXCR: pa~enemd 
BOBepXIIOCTIIhiX .Q&BneHJdt. Jb UOJI}"ICRHbiX pe3)'.1IbT&TOB MO>I<HO ~en&T& BWBOAbl, Kaca
IODUleCJI P83RLIX ~K'I'OB BJI3KOCTH np~ OOTeK&RHH Ten, npHBOAJ~IIn~e K p83RblM THBUl 
OTpLIB&. 

1. lntrodadioa 

Foa THE PREDICTION of unsteady airloads on oscillating bodies a number of potential 
theore~ical methods have been developed (for instance [I]) using linearized boundary 
conditions and the Bemoulli equation. The simplest approach is the well-known slender 
body theory. Due to the linearizations a complete separation of the problem into a steady 
and an unsteady part is achieved. But due to these simplifications two effects cannot be 
accounted for in an accurate manner: 

1. Increasing bluntness of the body. 
2. Three-dimensional effects in the case of an axis-symmetrical- body at incidence. 
Therefore a new method has been developed [2] which accounts for these effects and 

which is an exact solution of the governing Lap lace equation together with the correspond-
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ing unsteady boundary conditions and the Bernoulli equation. In the present investigation 
this method is proved by comparisons with experimental data obtained in the 3m-low 
speed wind tunnel of the DFVLR in Gottingen on an oscillating blunt ellipsoid of revolution 
with axis ratio afb = 3. 

These comparisons between the exact potential theory and the experimental data 
should clarify also t~e limits of potential theory on the one side and give some insight 
into the viscous effects occUtTing in the real flow on the other side . . 

These latter effects due to viscosity are expressed in the different types of separation 
occurring on such blunt bodies at incidence. 

l. Potential-theoretical approach 

For the limiting case of incompressible flow the governing potential equation reduces 
to the simple Laplace equation for which a Green function ~xists. ·This fupction can be 
interpreted as source-sink singulariiies which are placed on the real body_ surface. For 
the problem of an oscillating body in a parallel main flow, it is <?f advantage to use a body
fixed frame of reference. In such a system two different time-dependent veloCity vectors 
can be specified. 

l.l. Velocity vector due to the UDCOIIling flow 

For an observer on the osci_llating body the uncoming parallel flow U co changes its 
incidence in time with respect to the body axis, i.e. the x-axis (Fig. 1). 

distribution of frustrum of cones 

Fio~ 1. BOdy geometry, discretization procedure. 

Thus the instantaneous angle of incidence is 

(2.1) 

with IX, as the steady mean incidence and IX' as the amplitude of oscillation. w is the angular 
frequency and t the time. In, body-_fixed coordinates the uncoming flow vector U co can 
now be expressed in time-dependept x, y, z components by 
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INVESTIGATIONS OF rim INOOMPRESSIBLE FLOW AROUND AN OSCILLATING ELLIPSOID 677 

U cox = U co cos a, , 

(2.2) uco, = 0 

U coz = U' co sin a, . 

Rearranging the siri- and cos-terms in Eqs.(2.2) and making a series expansion of the result
ing unsteady terms in powers of the oscillation-amplitude tX', the components in Eq. (2.2)' 
can be expressed by a sum of a steady plus -unsteady terms, the latter proportional to 
a', a.'2 etc. In most applications the higher order terms in tX.' 2 are negligible (small amplitude 
oscillations) and for the. present discussions only this first order . term is retained. It is 
shown, however [2], that it is possible to take into account also higher order terms without 
difficulties. 

2.2. Velocity vector due to body osdllatloes 

Figure I shows for the case of pitching oscillations about a pitching axis at x = X.t 

that the velocity vector W due to the oscillatory movement of the body can easily be 
·specified in arbitrary surface points. Important is the perpendicular distance R of the 
point from the axis of rotation. The velocity vector W is proportional to tX'. 

Adding steady and unsteady terms of Uco and W, one can now determine the prescribed 
normal components of these vectors in arbitrary surface points. 

The problem is then tr~te<i"by solving a Fredholm integral equation of the second 
kind: The strengths of a · continuous singularity distribution on the body surface are de
termined such that the prescribed normal velocities are cancelled by the induced normal 
velocities of the sources and sinks: 

(2.3) 

The final numerical solution is done by a panel-type method. The body surface is split 
into small surface elements, each ·with a constant singularity strength. The determination 
of the source-sink strengths then leads to a large system of linear algebraic equations 
which can be solved by standard methods. 

With the calculated singularity strengths it is then possible to specify steady and unsteady 
pressures using the time-dependent Bernoulli equation. 

In the present method the case of axi-symmetric bodies has been handled in a more 
economic way. Due to the axis-symmetry the circumferential dependency of all ftow pa
rameters, i.e. velocities, singularity strengths etc. can be . expressed by simple sin- and 
cos-expressions. Thu~ the integration of the aerodynamic influence functions in the q;
direction can be done analytically leading to complete elliptic integrals of the first and 
second kind. The body surface must therefore only be split up in axial direction into 
a fr~stums of cones of small axial dimensions (Fig. I). The advantage of this modification 
is the possibility of taking a large number of surface elements without exceeding the storage 
of the computer. For the given results the surface of the body in axial direction is split 
into as much as I 50 surface points with a concentration at the front and rear part of the 
body. Therefore· very accurate results also for cases of moderate steady incidences with 
sharp pressure peaks have been achieved. 
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3. Test requirements 

3.1. Test set-up 

. Figure 2 shows the model of the ellipsoid in the open test section of the 3m-low speed 
wind tunnel in Gottingen. For later investigation on a half-ellipsoid with cylindrical 

FIG. 2. Ellipsoid in the open test section · of the 3m-Iow speed wind tunnel of the DFVLR Gottingen. Test 
set-up. 

afterbody, the ellipsoid was build up by two half parts. The model was suspended vertically 
on a streamlined sting and excited to pitching oscillations about the midchord-axis by 
a hydraulic actuator fixed on the bottom of the model test rig. The oscillatory movement 
was transferred to the ellipsoid by two draw-bars. In addition to the oscillatory movement 
of the ellipsoid, the steady incidence could vary in the range of + 30° ~ cx11 ~ - 15°. 
In Fig. 3 we can see that the influence of the sting should be small with a minimum disturb
ance at the rear part of the body. 

The model was equipped with a large number of pressure measuring taps located in 
the plane of symmetry (q; = oo /180°) (Fig. 1) of the body as well as in three different 
circumferential planes at xjL = 0.089; 0.1.96; 0.543. 

3.2. Measuring tecbalques 

A block diagram of the measuring equipment is shown in Fig. 4. The movement of 
the body was controlled in a closed circuit by the signal of an angular displacement trans
ducer. 

Most of the pressure measuPing taps are connected to- the pressure transducers by 
tube-scanning valve systems (indirect method). The transfer functions of these systems 
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FIG. 3. Ellipsoid in the open test section of the 3m-low speed wind tunnel of the DFVLR Gottingen. Un
.sJisturbed rear part of the ellipsoid. 

FIG. 4. Block diagram of the measuring equipuc:nt. 

were measured by a calibration process which was earried out before the wind tunnel 
test. In addition to the pressure tube system, some few in situ transducers were installed 
in special positions in order to receive a direct pressure signal comparable with the calibrat
ed pressures obtained by the tubes. 
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For all the pressure .,.~uri~& positions the time averaged as .well as the unsteady 
pressures (real and i~ty -PaftJ) were measured. For the· in situ transducers the whole 
time-dependent signals were recOrd~ on a tape for later investigation o( the corresponding 
frequency spectrum. · . . 

An on-line data. reduction procedure assisted the experiment · by showing the final 
measured results dliring tbe tests on a screen. 

The varied parameters. o{ ~ experiment were the oscillatioJJ. frequency, the angle 
of attack and the wind tunnel sJ,eed. . 

4. Results 

4.1. Compmison of tlleorT ·wldl · ~ ....US 

In Figs. 5-8 experimental data _are compared with theoretical results for various angles 
of incidence from oc, = · oo ~p to oc, = 30°. The three plots in each figure show the steady 

2 

·I 

-2 

as = oo 
'P = 180° 
w· = 1257(8Hz.t.Omls) 

alb • J 

~~·_Jc 
~ "P''/ 

-Panel-method 
o Expenmenl 

FIG. 5. Ellipsoid with pitching oscillations. Comparison between theory and experiment oc. = 0°. 

pressur~s (cp} as well as the real (c;) and imaginary (c;') parts of the unsteady pressures, 
respectively. 

Figure 5 shows the results for the case ~s = 0°. For the steady pressures the agreement 
between theory and experiment is very good up to 95% chord where separation effects 
lead to deviations. Only small differences within the remaining part of the body must 
be referred to boundary layer displacement effects. An excellent agreement can also be 
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FIG. 7. Ellipsoid with pitching oscillations. Comparison between theory and experiment ._ == 11r. 

observed for the unsteady pressures within the front part of the body. This agtoti:lllbit 

is especially remarkable in the region of the sharp pressure peaks. 
But on the _other hand the plots show clearly the limits of potential theory: A 4niatioa 

between measured and calculated results occurs quite earlier than in the steady case.ltllloald 
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F1o. 9. Ellipsoid w•th pitching oscillations. Comparison between different theories and experimen(cx. = 0". 
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be pointed out that ihe jumps in the experimental data at x/L = 0.5 must be referred 
to the small irregularity on the body surface due to the body division line at this point. 

Figure 6 gives the results for cxs = 10°. Again there is exeellent agreement between 
theory and experiment for both steady and unsteady pressure distributions. But deviations 
which must be referred to viscosity effects are shifted forward to smaller chordwise po
sitions. These tendencies are even more obvious for the cases with higher incidence cxs = 

= 20° (Fig. 7) and cxs = 30° (Fig. 8) .Remarkable is the increasing deviation of the measured 
imaginary parts c~' from the theoretical curve. One can observe a peak in c~' which is 
shifted forward with increasing incidence. This peak must obviously be referred to se
paration effects which occur on such bodies at incidence in the form of free vortex layers [3]. 
These layers have the tendency to roll up forming a pair of contra rotating body vortices 
well-known from wind tunnel flow visualizations and calculations. 

Summarizing, one should point out that the present theoretical approach fits very well 
with the experimental results as long as the flow is unseparated. In Fig. 9 the well-known 
slender body theory and a new method based on the application of spheroid functions [1] . 
are compared with the results of the panel method and with experimental data for the 
case of zero incidence: both additional approaches show larger deviations at the front 
part of the body with the well-known singular behavior of the simple slender body theory 
in this region. 

4.2. Addltlooal results 

For a further investigation of the pressure peaks in the plots of the imaginary parts 
(Figs. 5-8), the ~nsteady pressures are given in Fig. 10 by their magnitude distributions and 
phase angles. The magnitude distributions show a peak, whereas the phase angles are 
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FIG. 10. Ellipsoid with pitching oscillations. Real and imaginary parts of the unsteady pressures compared 
with their magnitude distributions and phase angles ex, = 30°. 
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FIG. 12. Power spectra at dift'erent positions of the ollipsoid cx. ~ 30•. 
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discontinous. at the previously-mentioned separation region of the free vortex layer type. 
Further investigations must be carried out in order to clear the character of these phenom
ena. In Fig. 11 magnitude and phase-angles' are plotted for the zero incidence case and 
no discontinuities can be observed. 

Figure J 2 shows frequency spectra of the pressures within three different positions 
of the body measured by in situ pressure transducers. In the most downstream position 
x/L = 0.978, the flow is obviously fully separated and a broad spectrum of pressure 
fluctuations can be observed, within this point. It is noteworthy to mention that a comparison 
of the measured first harmonics of the pressure with potential theory · has not much sense · 
in this separated region of the body. 

Within the broad frequency spectrum at x/L = 0.978 of Fig. 12, no definite first 
harmonic pressure peak can be observed. Thus the experimental method as well as the 
theoretical approach do not take into account the real physics· of the separated ftow. 

5. SUIIUIWy 

Theoretical and experimental investigations of the steady and unsteady airloads on 
an oscillating ellipsoid of axis ratio afb = 3 have been carried out. The main parameters 
of this investigation were the mean angle of incidence, the frequency and the wind tunnel 
speed. The results show an excellent agreement between theory and experiment as long 
as viscous effects do not play a domin~nt role. Without incidence only the quasi-two
dimensional separation can be observed at the rear part of the rather blunt body. With 
increasing incidence an additional phenomenon at the front part of the body is observed 
which must also be referred to a special type of separation. For a detailed interpretation 
of the latter problem, further investigations must be carried out. Several results and con
clusions can be drawn by the present investigation: 

I. The comparison of a sophisticated potential theoretical approach and carefully 
measured experimental data gives detailed insight into the effects of viscosity. 

2. The experimental results of unsteady su~face pressures are very sensitive with 
respect to flow separation. 

3. }he present investigation shows the problems which must be investigated in the 
future. 
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